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RD: Can you tell us your name, please? 

ST: Sandy Turner 

RD: Nice to meet you Sandy. 

ST: Nice to meet you too. 

RD: Would you mind sharing your age? 

ST: I’m sixty. 

RD: Just a baby. 

ST: Sure. (both laugh) 

RD: I’m not the youngest one here (both laugh). And how long have you been a member of the 

Nanaimo and area community? 

ST: We moved to Nanaimo in 2007. So, just eleven years. 

RD: You were raised though not too far from Nanaimo. 

ST: I grew up on Salt Spring Island. I was born in Vancouver and I was nine when we moved to 

Salt Spring. 

RD: So long history in this area. 

ST: Very much. 

RD: How do you self-identify? 

ST: Queer. I don’t really use the term lesbian because in the broader sense lesbian is women 

loving women and I tend to be drawn to the masculine side of women. So in a traditional, like 

society would say, I’m a lesbian. I do not. Queer, I’m a fem and I’m drawn to the masculine part 

of women. 

RD: Thank you. Did you ever come out? And so age range? 

ST: I was forty. 
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RD: Okay. 

ST: And when I, I grew up on Salt Spring and it was open, loving, hippie, you know, that era. 

My Mom loved gay men. She did not like gay women. 

RD: Okay. 

ST: So I always had that negative, oh my God, you don’t. A friend of ours was living with two 

gay women and she was straight and my Mom was apoplectic about it. So as a teenager when 

I’m realizing this about myself and I’m hearing these statements, it’s like, well, let’s just put that 

away. And so I did and partnered up with a fellow. We had a kid and just lived my life and when 

my Dad died, I was forty when my Dad died, and I always wondered if there was a part of his 

life that he felt he missed out on? Because he used to tell stories about when he would ship out 

and they would be in all of these different islands and how some of the guys would jump ship 

and stay behind and he always seemed wistful about it. 

RD: Okay. 

ST: So when he died and I wondered about that I thought, well, am I going to live the rest of my 

life wondering what I missed? 

RD: Right. 

ST: And decided I couldn’t do that anymore. And very slowly I sort of found my way. The 

internet blew up then and that’s when you got online and you found these little online 

communities and that’s how I met E.T. was online and communicated that way, communicated 

through the phone then met in person. And so I, if that sounds weird to say but I think I did most 

of my coming out online. (both laugh) 

RD: And so E.T. was one of the first people that you connected with. 

ST: Yeah. A few other people and I actually went down to San Francisco and met some of these 

other women and had a really nice weekend and got to know some people but romantically E.T. 

was the first and last. 

RD: Yeah, and still is. 

ST: Still is. 

RD: Awesome. Can you share if your outness, your comfort with it, your degree of it, has 

changed over time? 

ST: I think we all become more comfortable in it as time goes on. Once I made that leap out of 

one life and into another one, it’s like I never looked back and I never was any different. I had a 
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little negative reaction from my Mom but I think in the end it was more about the fact that I 

chose an American. (both laugh) 

RD: Okay. 

ST: Than that that American was female. 

RD: Okay. Moving on. Have you ever been an activist within the queer Community? 

ST: In the broader sense of the term activist probably not as much as other people but I’ve given 

a lot of my time to different organizations in Nanaimo and where I work with a lot of young 

people and several of them have come out and are gay and I’ve been their support in that process 

and so in a way that’s a bit of an activism. 

RD: Absolutely. 

ST: You know, I’ve joined women’s marches and peace marches and those marches but I’m 

more a behind the scenes kind of a person. I don’t like being out in the forefront. 

RD: Okay. Hence, not like being here right now. (laughs) 

ST: Hence, not being totally comfortable with it. 

RD: But you’ve been very public and you’ve been in parades, the folks you work with and so on 

that people around you know. 

ST: Yeah, oh everybody I work with, friends, it’s not an issue it’s just what it is. 

RD: And that is a degree of activism as well. And I think that’s where we make the biggest 

gains, is just by interacting with people in our daily lives and being ourselves and hopefully 

being a positive person to be around. And so it demystifies and removes some of the negative 

stereotypes that are sometimes found in our community. 

ST: Oh, totally. 

RD: So, good for you. Reflecting back on your time spent interacting with people and the 

different productive parts of the community, do you think your contribution has made a 

difference? 

ST: I do think it’s made a difference. I’ve never been a joiner. You know, my spouse has been 

the one who’s been on the boards and in the groups and I’m just the volunteer that gets 

voluntold. (both laugh) One of the things I’ve really enjoyed over the years was always 

organizing the Pride Picnic. And I think that made a big difference because that gave the families 

in our community an outlet, a place where they could gather as gay, as lesbian, as queer, as 
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transgender with their kids, their dogs, their parents. They could come to this picnic and just be 

for the day. And I’m pretty proud of those things. 

RD: And you should be. 

JT: And I should be, and I met some wonderful friends there. (both laugh) 

RD: What are some of the changes, differences within the queer community from when you first 

became active in the community and now that you see? 

ST: It’s gotten bigger. It seems to have gotten a lot more political than it was when we first 

started and when we first started it was about putting on socials, about having dances, about our 

Pride celebrations which was a picnic, a flag raising at a dance. Just to bring the community 

together and now there’s people within the community, and I’m not slamming anybody for the 

way they like to conduct their lives but have just made it more political to be involved in these 

groups. And I’ve tended to pull away from them now. 

RD: Okay. Do you have a sense as to what you would like to see the younger generation of 

queer activists accomplish? 

ST: I would like them not to, I would like them to remember who came before them. 

RD: Remember the history. 

ST: Remember the history, remember the contributions, remember that they are where they are 

because people gave so much of themselves and had so much of themselves taken away from 

them. E.T. mentioned earlier about what used to happen in the bars and, you know, I have a 

friend who lived in New York, grew up in New York her whole life and still lives in New York 

in the same apartment. Who as a young dyke would go to the bars and they would kind of slide 

her in because she would be under age and these bars would be raided and the cops. She was 

raped by cops. We’re going to rape the gay out of you. Her mother couldn’t deal completely with 

her being gay at the time and sent her for therapy and electric shock therapy. Endured a lot, for 

her made her stronger and more solid in her convictions of who and what she is. 

RD: Wow. 

ST: And so many of the young people now seem to, I don’t like to say they have it easier 

because I’m sure they go through their own angst and turmoil in, how do I tell people, how do I 

come out, where do I fit and what do I do? But in my head I’m kind of thinking they had it a lot 

easier than people in the past and they should remember that. 
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RD: Yourself personally have you ever experienced discrimination, harassment because of your 

orientation or your gender identity? 

ST: There was a time, my spouse dropped me off at a bus stop because she had to take the car to 

work and I was going somewhere and we had a smooch and I got out of the car and went to the 

bus stop and this old lady turns around and looked at me and said, “Why don’t you just get a 

man?” And I just sighed and looked at her and said, “What for?” And she went, “Well” and slid 

down the bench. And I was a little irked that she thought that she could just say what she wanted 

to say like that. Another time I was at work and I was standing in a drive through window and 

this woman pulled up to get her coffee and talked about what a nice day it was and she said, 

“Just be thankful you’re not in Vancouver.” And I said, “Well, why?” Thinking, what happened 

in Vancouver? Was there a bomb? Was there something? And she goes, “Well, it’s that gay 

Pride Parade.” And I leaned out the window and looked at her and said, “Well, ma’am, if I had 

been in Vancouver today, I would have been marching in that parade.” And her eyes got huge 

and she could not have gotten out of that drive through faster. I enjoyed that. (both laugh) 

RD: With those experiences, do you think it’s affected you, changed you in some way? How you 

look at things, how you react knowing that attitudes out there with some folks. 

ST: It hasn’t changed me, I’m a fairly easy-going person, I’ll kind of roll with it, I’ll try to make 

a joke out of it like I did with that woman. You know, people are entitled to believe and feel 

what they want to believe and feel. They’re not entitled to stick in somebody else’s face and call 

them down for it but I’m not going to put somebody down for what they believe because they’re 

putting us down for what we believe. Why would I do that back to them? 

RD: Yeah, they have a right to think and feel the way they do. They don’t have a right to limit us 

because of it. 

ST: That’s right. 

RD: Would you share some memories of a time you feel proud of in relation to being a member 

of the queer community? 

ST: Just looking back on the flag raisings that we’ve done here in Nanaimo when we would 

show up. It didn’t happen when we were here but the mayor and the council of Nanaimo would 

never sign the proclamations. And the year we moved here or the year after we moved here and 

started getting involved, Nanaimo got a new mayor who, the first thing he did was sign that 

proclamation and he showed up at our flag raising and read it and stood there while that flag 
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went up. That was a really proud moment. The picnics, I’ve mentioned, the dances, just seeing 

the community come together. 

RD: So, there’s a lot. 

ST: Yes. 

RD: Good and rightly so. I think the sense of pride comes from that because you know you 

really have made a difference with what you’ve contributed to make that happen. 

ST: Yeah, and just seeing it grow year after year. More people maybe feeling more comfortable. 

“Well, you know they did that, it was on TV. Maybe we should go next year?” It seems okay so 

they go and then the next person goes and it becomes more and more community. 

RD: It makes it less threatening. 

ST: Yes, safety in numbers. Up to a point. 

RD: Well, less threatening as far as if you’re coming out to the public venues and so on and 

meeting actual people instead of just taking these stereotypes that are held commonly, it’s harder 

to hold some of those prejudices if you actually meet some of the people. 

ST: That’s right. 

RD: Do you have any people that you would consider personally as heroes within our 

community? 

ST: I don’t know about heroes, what the word actually entails, but our past president, John Lee 

gave, you know I would consider him a hero in that he gave everything he had to give to this 

community. He was adamant that things would go on, that our dances would happen, that our 

flag raisings would happen and he did anything and everything he could to make those happen 

and we lost him. And his loss caused a realization in another man in our community that he had 

to stand up and do something and so Rick Meyer stood up and did something. 

RD: And what happened as a result of that? 

ST: Nanaimo had its first major Pride Parade because Rick gathered people together, was a 

driving force and made that happen because he wasn’t going to let what John started end because 

there was a chance that it would end and he wasn’t going to have that. And that was a proud 

moment for me too. I talked to a friend of mine who has a car dealership and they loaned me a 

convertible car and I drove E.T. and I drove another member of our community in that car 

through that parade. And it blew my mind seeing all of these people lining the streets of 

Nanaimo cheering, “Yea, Yea!” You know. 
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RD: The community was ready. 

ST: Yeah. 

RD: Do you think that there’s been other groups–movements that influenced the advancement of 

our communities for equalities and acceptance? 

ST: I think we all have to look at who came before us and the gay community as a whole has had 

the Stonewall riots to instigate the Pride movement and the movements all across the country. 

The Civil Rights movement, the Peace and Love movement, the hippies, the Sixties. Without 

intending to, I think has given each next movement the strength that they needed to carry their 

movement on. 

RD: So it’s provided a bit of an impetus and energy and an opening. 

ST: Yes. And the gay pride movement I think will provide that impetus to the transgender one, 

to the next ones coming down the pipe line they can look back and see, well, this is how they did 

it, let’s take that and take that another step forward. 

RD: Yeah, I think that’s happening already. So, when you first started becoming active in the 

community, going to pride celebrations, can you talk a little bit about what they were like when 

you first became active in the community for pride celebrations and what they’re like now? Any 

differences? 

ST: The only ones I’ve really been involved with have been here in Nanaimo. When we lived in 

Tacoma we went a few times to what they called, Out in the Park, and it was in a little park. 

There wasn’t a parade. They had all the booths set up for vendors, they had a stage that was, I 

don’t want to say, manned by drag queens, because it’s— 

RD: Peopled by drag queens. 

ST: Peopled by drag queens mainly; a few drag kings. That started to grow and there would be 

events in different bars in town and whatnot and then we moved to Nanaimo and there was that 

little— 

RD: Nucleus, I guess. 

ST: I’m not a crowd person. I don’t like being in crowds. I’ve never been to Vancouver Pride. 

I’ve never been to Victoria Pride. I’ve never been to Seattle Pride. I’ve been to Salt Spring Pride 

and that was an experience but I grew up there and if you give that island a chance, any opening 

for a parade, they’re all going to be in it. (both laugh) Whether it’s a Pride or a Seacapers parade, 

they will march. 
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RD: Okay. (laughs) 

ST: We were a little mystified that the balance of that parade was mainly heterosexual with a 

few queers but Salt Spring’s a smaller place and there’s not as many queers as there are straight 

people so to have a parade you’ve got to have people. 

RD: Yeah. (both laugh) And hopefully there’s still a few left watching. 

ST: A lot watching. 

RD: Yes. 

ST: We marched in that one a couple of times which was fun and we’ve done the, we did the 

Nanaimo, the first Nanaimo parade, and I did the second one, marched in the second one. And 

that’s as big as it’s been for me. 

RD: Okay. Big steps out. 

ST: Yes. 

RD: Do you think coming out, the process of coming out, is different now than it was when you 

first started out? 

ST: I think so, it’s, I’m not going to say it’s easier for young people coming out like I said 

earlier, they have their turmoil and their angst around it but I work in a place that has a lot of 

young people and as some of these kids, I’ve known them since they were fourteen–fifteen years 

old and I’ve watched them, you know, grow into their realizations and one of the young fellas, I 

was at the right table, and he goes, “Guess what I’m doing this weekend?” And I said, “What are 

you doing?” (both laugh) He said, “I’m going to the Vancouver Pride.” I said, “That’s nice.” And 

I was reading my book and he sat there and stared at me and I looked up and went, “Are you 

telling me that you’re going as an observer or a participant?” He went, “Huh, I’m participating!” 

(both laugh) 

RD: So exciting. (both laugh) 

ST: And he was so excited because this was his coming out. 

RD: Yeah. 

ST: Another young girl I work with, she didn’t tell me, she had another person tell me. And he 

walked in and said, “Oh, by the way—, has jumped to your side of the fence. (both laugh) And 

they just seem more comfortable and cavalier. 

RD: So a little less— 
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ST: Not, the worry isn’t there I think nowadays about, certainly it is for a lot of them but for 

some of them they’re not going to be kicked out of their home. They’re not going to be kicked 

out of school. They’re going to be asked to organize a gay–straight alliance more so than put it 

away or get out. They have so many more choices and options. 

RD: And so, is it your sense that younger folks currently are more open and accepting than when 

we were their age? 

ST: I do think so. Especially within their social groups. They’ve got their ten–twelve people that 

they all hang out with. Two or three of them in that group are gay and they don’t care. They’re 

all going to go to the same parties, they’re all going to go to the same clubs, they’re all going to 

work in the same place and go to the same school and it’s okay. 

RD: So the orientation, gender identity are less important now. 

ST: Yeah. I do think so. It’s so much more fluid than it used to be. That they celebrate each other 

way more than we used to celebrate each other. 

RD: So easier to be honest, to be themselves. 

ST: Yeah. 

RD: Do you have any advice for the younger community members for activism and or life? 

ST: Like I said earlier, just remember who came before you and take that and make the path 

even smoother for the ones coming after you. 

RD: Good advice. Anything else you’d like to share? 

ST: No. 

RD: Okay. (both laugh) Well done. 

ST: Thank you. 

 


